Population coding with motion energy filters: the impact of correlations.
The codes obtained from the responses of large populations of neurons are known as population codes. Several studies have shown that the amount of information conveyed by such codes, and the format of this information, is highly dependent on the pattern of correlations. However, very little is known about the impact of response correlations (as found in actual cortical circuits) on neural coding. To address this problem, we investigated the properties of population codes obtained from motion energy filters, which provide one of the best models for motion selectivity in early visual areas. It is therefore likely that the correlations that arise among energy filters also arise among motion-selective neurons. We adopted an ideal observer approach to analyze filter responses to three sets of images: noisy sine gratings, random dots kinematograms, and images of natural scenes. We report that in our model, the structure of the population code varies with the type of image. We also show that for all sets of images, correlations convey a large fraction of the information: 40% to 90% of the total information. Moreover, ignoring those correlations when decoding leads to considerable information loss-from 50% to 93%, depending on the image type. Finally we show that it is important to consider a large population of motion energy filters in order to see the impact of correlations. Study of pairs of neurons, as is often done experimentally, can underestimate the effect of correlations.